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The PMI Pharmacy Pump Set transfers fluids during aseptic
pharmaceutical compounding and is compatible with the *REPEATER®
peristaltic style pump.
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pharmaceutical compounding and is compatible with the *REPEATER®
peristaltic style pump.
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Universal spike
Spike vent cap
Inlet connector
Silicone tubing section
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Item # PMI9111
A. Universal spike
B. Spike vent cap
C. Inlet connector
A D. Silicone tubing section
E. Outlet connector
F. Pinch clamp
G. Male luer lock connector
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Instructions for Use

Open the sterile pump set package and straighten out the tubing.
While facing the pump, grasp the Inlet connector (C) and install into the channel
located between the back of the pump and the rotor and align the pump head
with one of the rotor slots.
Insert the Silicone tubing section (D) of the pump set into the aligned rotor slot
and place the tubing around the rotor turning counterclockwise.
Place the Outlet connector (E) into the slot on the right side of the pump.
Manually move the rotor back and forth multiple times to ensure that it moves
easily.
Close the rotor door.
Remove spike cover and insert spike (A) into the source fluid container.
Open spike vent cap (B) if spiking a non-vented bottle or container.
Run the pump on continuous flow mode to prime the pump set until the tubing
is free of air.
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Open the sterile pump set package and straighten out the tubing.
While facing the pump, grasp the Inlet connector (C) and install into the channel
located between the back of the pump and the rotor and align the pump head
with one of the rotor slots.
Insert the Silicone tubing section (D) of the pump set into the aligned rotor slot
and place the tubing around the rotor turning counterclockwise.
Place the Outlet connector (E) into the slot on the right side of the pump.
Manually move the rotor back and forth multiple times to ensure that it moves
easily.
Close the rotor door.
Remove spike cover and insert spike (A) into the source fluid container.
Open spike vent cap (B) if spiking a non-vented bottle or container.
Run the pump on continuous flow mode to prime the pump set until the tubing is
free of air.
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